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Abstract—Various attacks may disclose sensitive information
such as passwords of mobile devices. Residue-based attacks
exploit oily or heat residues on the touch screen, computer vision
based attacks analyze the hand movement on a keyboard, and
sensor based attacks measure a device’s motion difference via
motion sensors as different keys are tapped. A randomized soft
keyboard may defeat these attacks. However, a randomized key
layout is counter-intuitive and users may be reluctant to adopt
it. In this paper, we introduce a novel and intuitive input system,
secure finger mouse, which uses a mobile device’s camera sensing
the fingertip movement, moves an on-screen cursor and performs
clicks by sensing click gestures. We design a randomized mouse
acceleration algorithm so that the adversary cannot infer keys
clicked on the soft keyboard by observing the finger movement.
The secure finger mouse can defeat attacks including residue,

computer vision and motion based attacks too. We perform both
theoretical analysis and real-world experiments to demonstrate
the security and usability of the secure fingertip mouse.

I. INTRODUCTION

Touch-enabled mobile devices have become a burgeoning

attack target. Many attacks target sensitive information such

as passwords entered on mobile devices by exploiting the

soft keyboard. In residue-based attacks [1]–[4], oily or heat

residues left on the touch screen indicate which keys are

tapped. By measuring the heat residue left on the touched

positions, even the order of tapped keys may be determined.

In computer vision-based attacks [5]–[13], the interaction

between the hand and the keyboard is exploited. For example,

the hand movement and finger position indicates which keys

are being touched [12], [13]. In sensor-based attacks [14]–

[17], the malware senses a device’s motion difference via its

accelerometer (acceleration) and gyroscope (orientation) when

different keys are touched and the device moves slightly.

Intuitively, these attacks are feasible because of the static

layout of the soft keyboard of a mobile device. A straightfor-

ward countermeasure is to use a randomized keyboard. Such

randomized keyboards have been developed for Android and

iOS platforms [12] and [18]. However, those soft keyboards

are not adopted broadly. One reason is that since a randomized

keyboard is not intuitive, it can be hard to find keys on a

randomized layout and the usability is limited.

In this paper, we introduce a novel and intuitive input

system, secure fingertip mouse. First, the system is a finger

mouse. The (back) camera on a mobile is used to capture

the finger movement in the physical space (control space),

which is mapped to the cursor movement on the touch screen

(display space). Click gestures are used to “click” the keys.

Second, it is secure in the sense that an adversary cannot

infer the on-screen mouse trajectory by analyzing a recorded

video of the hand movement. We add randomness into the

mouse acceleration algorithm, i.e., the mapping from the

control space to the display space. A video demo of the

secure finger mouse on Samsung Galaxy Note 3 is given at

https://youtu.be/-akGArD0deE.

The major contribution of this paper is summarized as

follows. First, the secure finger mouse is the first of its kind

for mobile devices. Our system does not use any accessories

[19], [20] and only a mobile device’s camera is used to sense

finger movement. Second, to implement a smooth mouse and

improve the usability, we employ various computer vision

techniques to increase the rate of frames per second (FPS).

Third, the secure finger mouse can defeat various attacks.

For example, residue-based attacks fail since no heat or oily

residues are left on the touch screen. The randomized mouse

acceleration function uses a sequence of random acceleration

factors to disrupt the correlation between the physical fingertip

movement and the on-screen cursor movement. The sequence

of random acceleration factors works like a “secret key”

encrypting the on-screen cursor trajectory. We carefully select

the range of acceleration factors to balance the security and

usability. The concept of randomized mouse acceleration goes

beyond the secure finger mouse and should also be adopted by

traditional mouse since modern wireless mice do not encrypt

their communication. An adversary may sniff the raw mouse

data and reconstruct the on-screen trajectory to derive sensitive

information such as passwords [21].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We review

related work in Section II. We present the secure fingertip

mouse, including the threat model, the basic idea, and the

detailed design of our system in Section III. In Section IV, we

conduct theoretical analysis of the security and usability of our

developed system. In Section V, we perform extensive real-

world experiments to demonstrate the security and usability

of the secure fingertip mouse. We conclude this paper in

Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Touch-screen enabled mobile devices suffer from various

side channel attacks, which may disclose individuals’ pass-

words or pins. Example of these attacks include sensor-based

malware attacks [14]–[17], residue-based attacks [1]–[4], and

computer vision-based attacks [7]–[13]. In sensor-based mal-

ware attacks, the malware could be installed on the victim’s

device, collecting data from sensors (e.g., accelerometer, etc.)
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and infer the tapped password from the user. For example,

TouchLogger [14] is an Android malware that uses the device

orientation data to infer keystrokes. Owusu et al. showed

[15] that a malware could use accelerometer data to infer

the entered keys on a virtual keyboard. TapLogger [16] used

motion sensors to infer a user’s tap inputs on a smart mobile.

Residue-based attacks exploit oily or heat residues on the

touch screen while computer vision based attacks analyze the

interaction between the hand and touch screen.

There are existing research efforts on improving the security

of authentication on mobile devices [22]–[30]. In the most

related work by De Luca et al. [28], [29], a special touchable

device on the back of a mobile device is used to perform point-

ing and dragging operations for the purpose of authentication.

There are also existing works exploring the back camera

of mobile devices for human computer interaction. In [31], a

finger is used to cover or uncover the camera lens. The change

of brightness is sensed for the interaction with mobile devices.

Oh and Hong [32] proposed a finger gesture based mobile user

interface. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparable

work to the secure finger mouse in this paper.

III. SECURE FINGER MOUSE

In this section, we first define the threat model and present

the basic idea of the secure finger mouse. We then elaborate

the detailed design of our proposed system.

A. Threat Model

In this paper, we use the following threat model to demon-

strate the security of the secure finger mouse while our

technique can defeat many other attacks. A touch-enabled

mobile device is used in a public environment. An adversary

records videos of a victim performing touch input. The victim

is cautious about the surroundings and does not input sensitive

information when the adversary is too close. Therefore, the

adversary cannot directly see the input on the screen in a

recorded video. It is assumed that the adversary can obtain

the accurate information of the finger movement via various

computer vision techniques.

B. Basic Idea

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the secure finger mouse.

To input a password, a user taps a password input box on

the touch screen. After a keyboard pops up, the user puts

her index finger beneath the device. When the finger moves,

the on-screen cursor moves. When the cursor moves onto a

key, the user performs a click gesture in order to enter the

key. Therefore, the interaction between a user and her mobile

device occurs in two spaces: control space where a user moves

her fingertip in the physical space; display space where the

cursor movement is displayed on the touch screen. Figure

2 illustrates the use of the secure finger mouse. Please note

that the secure finger mouse can be used for entering any

information while we use password inputting as the example.

The secure finger mouse works in five steps:

Step 1. Taking Video: When the user touches a password

input box, a keyboard pops up and the camera is activated

to take the video and capture the back-of-device interaction

between the finger and the mobile. We can display the video

on the screen. The display is called a video viewer.

Step 2. Preprocessing: We preprocess the video with skin

segmentation techniques to remove the background and keep

the region with the human skin color in each video frame.

Step 3. Detecting Fingertip: After preprocessing, a finger

detection classifier is employed to identify the finger frame by

frame and compute the position of the fingertip.

Step 4. Locating Fingertip Top Position: We use the

fingertip top as the actual physical “mouse” and its movement

is the raw mouse movement. Noise reduction methods are

developed to suppress the impact of fingertip shaking.

Step 5. Identifying Fingertip Actions: The secure fingertip

mouse has two types of events: click and movement. Step

5.a. Tapping a key: If a click gesture is detected, we check

the position of the on-screen cursor and generate the corre-

sponding key. Step 5.b. Performing Cursor Acceleration:

If a click gesture is not detected, we perform the mouse

acceleration and move the cursor on the touch screen. That

is, we transfer the raw fingertip movement into the on-

screen cursor movement. The mapping from the raw fingertip

movement to the on-screen cursor movement is randomized to

hide the cursor movement from a potential adversary. We use

two random variables to control the mapping and implement

the obfuscation. Without knowing the sequence of values of

these two random variables, the adversary will not be able to

recover the on-screen cursor movement trajectory and know

what are clicked on a keyboard.

We elaborate these five steps in detail below.

C. Step 1. Taking Video

We use the back camera of the device to take videos of

finger movement. The process of taking a video is a process of

sampling the continuous finger motion in the physical control

space. The sampling rate is the frames per second (FPS). The

sampling rate has to be high enough to satisfy the Nyquist

sampling theory to capture the details of the finger movement.

Most modern mobile device cameras can record a video at 30
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fps. However, since we perform extra processing of each video

frame with various computer vision algorithms and the mobile

device’s computing power is limited, the actual FPS for the

secure finger mouse decreases.

D. Step 2. Preprocessing

Since we are only interested in the fingertip area, we apply

skin segmentation techniques [33] to subtract background and

identify the human skin region in each frame in order to

improve the finger detection accuracy and processing speed in

later steps. The objective of skin segmentation is to determine

whether a pixel in a color image has a skin color or non-

skin color. A skin color distribution model [34] is a generic

and efficient skin segmentation method. Extensive research

has been performed to find the fine bounds of skin color in

different color spaces, including RGB, normalized rg, HSV

and YCbCr [34]–[36]. In this study, we adopt the popular

RGB space. A widely used RGB skin color space model [36]

is defined as follows,

R > 95 and G > 40 and B > 20 and,

max{R,G,B} −min{R,G,B} > 15 and,

|R −G| > 15 and R > G and R > B,

(1)

where R, G, and B are the red, green and blue values in

the range of [0, 255] respectively. Due to the lighting, the

RGB-based skin segmentation may not be always perfect.

Consequently, we apply the two computer vision operations,

erosion and dilation, to the segmented image to further remove

the noise. Figure 3 illustrates an original image obtained via

a phone camera while Figure 4 shows the fingertip after

preprocessing.

E. Step 3. Detecting Fingertip

In our system, Viola and Jones’ cascade-like Adaboost

classifiers [37], [38] are adopted for its high accuracy and

low computational complexity for real-time fingertip detection.

The cascade classifier is derived in the following way. We first

collect sufficient gray-scale training images of fingers. 50 vol-

unteers participate in the experiments in diverse backgrounds

and use the back camera of a Samsung Galaxy Note 3 to

record their finger actions as shown in Figure 2. We design and

implement a tool to segment the skin area in an image and then

manually use a rectangle to mark the fingertip area. We collect

1600 samples of fingertip images, denoted as positive samples.

We also collect 3500 negative samples, in which fingertips

are not present. The parameters of the cascade classifier are

trained based on these positive and negative image samples.

To achieve fast finger detection, the Local Binary Patterns

(LBP) feature is employed during the training process. We

also test these detectors with different number of stages, and

find that the detector with 13 stages achieves the best speed

and accuracy. Figure 5 shows the fingertip detected by the

cascade classifier.

We adopt the following two strategies to speed up the

fingertip detection in order to improve FPS: (i) We reduce

the resolution of each video frame to 320 × 240; (ii) We

operate on the region of interest (ROI), i.e., the region of the

fingertip, and feed the ROI to the fingertip detector. For the

first frame, the ROI is set as the whole image. The detector

finds the fingertip area in a bounding box such as the bounding

box with center C0, width w and height h in Figure 6. In

two consecutive frames, the finger movement is limited given

a specific FPS. Denote the maximum value of the movement

along the x and y axes as ∆X and ∆Y respectively. Then, the

ROI in the subsequent frame can be estimated by the rectangle

D1D2D3D4, and its size is (2∗∆X+w) by (2∗∆Y +h). The

new ROI is fed into the cascade classifier and the processing

speed improves because of the small ROI.

The size of the ROI is critical for a decent FPS. We use

experiments to derive the range of a single fingertip movement

(i.e., ∆x and ∆y), while w and h is generated by the cascade

classifier. Figures 7 and 8 show the empirical cumulative

distribution function (ECDF) of fingertip movement. The

preferred ∆X and ∆Y are the values where the corresponding

ECDFs reach 100%. The dark area with the finger in Figure

9 demonstrates the ROI.

F. Step 4. Locating Fingertip Top

The cascade classifier produces a gray image of the finger-

tip. Since we use the fingertip top as the mouse to control

the on-screen cursor movement, we need to accurately locate

the fingertip top as illustrated in Figure 10. From Figure

10, we can see that the fingertip is bright compared with

the background. We use Otsu’s method [39] to conduct the

clustering-based thresholding and obtain a binary image, as

shown in Figure 11. The fingertip contour can then be derived

by looking for contours in the binary image. We fit a line over

the central points of each horizontal line of the contour. The

intersection between this line and the top of the contour is the

fingertip top as shown in Figure 12.

To control the cursor, we need to translate the motion of

the fingertip top into the motion of the cursor. Denote F =
{f0, f1, . . . , fi} as a series of sequential video frames, where

fi is the latest frame. Denote the coordinate of the fingertip
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top in the ith frame as (xi, yi). The raw movement along the x
and y axes is denoted as (∆xi,∆yi), where ∆xi = xi−xi−1

and ∆yi = yi − yi−1. (∆xi,∆yi) will be used to control the

cursor motion.

In practice, the coordinate of the fingertip top may not

be static even if the user tries to hold it statically in front

of the camera. There are two error sources. First, the finger

may shake slightly. Second, computing (x, y) introduces

errors. We have observed that the shaking causes continuous

fingertip movements in oppositive directions within a tiny area.

Therefore, we can identify the shaking with Equation (2).

0 6 ∆xi,∆yi 6 Te and − Te 6 ∆xi+1,∆yi+1 6 0

or − Te 6 ∆xi,∆yi 6 0 and 0 6 ∆xi+1,∆yi+1 6 Te

or − Te 6 ∆xi,∆yi+1 6 0 and 0 6 ∆xi+1,∆yi 6 Te

or 0 6 ∆xi,∆yi+1 6 Te and − Te 6 ∆xi+1,∆yi 6 0.
(2)

If the shaking is detected, the fingertip top’s coordinate (x,y)

will not be updated to achieve a stable and accurate cursor.

G. Step 5. Identifying Fingertip Actions

We design two motion events for the secure fingertip mouse:

movement and click. The challenge is to differentiate these

two events. The click is indicated by the click gesture, which

is defined as bending the finger toward the camera quickly

and then returning to its original position. We have to perform

an accurate detection of the click gesture from the fingertip

movement. If a click gesture misses the detection and is

misidentified as a movement, the cursor will just move fast

on the screen and no key will be entered.

1) Step 5.a: Tapping a key: Figures 13 and 14 illustrate

the click gesture from different angles. Figure 13 shows that

when a click occurs, the fingertip moves much more along the

y axis. It can also be observed that the fingertip accelerates

while a click gesture is being performed. A third observation

is that the area of the fingertip increases while the fingertip

moves upward towards the camera.

Based on these three observations, we use the velocity

change to predict the start of the click gesture and use the

change of the fingertip area to confirm whether it is a click

gesture or not. In the prediction phase, to identify the start of

a click, we use a queue to buffer the fingertip movement data

and timestamps (i.e., (∆xi, ∆yi, ∆ti), where ∆ti = ti−ti−1)

and derive the average velocity of the movement. To identify

the start of the click fast, we need to reduce the queue size.

We conduct extensive tests and our data shows that the click

gesture can be detected if the queue size is 3. Denote the

movement data in the queue as {(∆xi−2, ∆yi−2, ∆ti−2),
(∆xi−1, ∆yi−1, ∆ti−1), (∆xi, ∆yi, ∆ti)}. The velocity

along the y axis can be derived by

vi =
∆yi
∆ti

. (3)

Denote the sequence of velocity as {vi−2, vi−1, vi} and the

average velocity is ai−2 = vi−2+vi−1+vi
3

. Figure 15 illustrates

the velocity along the y axis in one click. It can be observed

that the velocity significantly increases along the y axis. The

frame where a user starts the click is the (i − 2)th frame in

Figure 15. We use a threshold TA to determine whether the

user performs the click gesture or not as follows:
{

Click , ai−2 > TA

Non-click , ai−2 < TA.
(4)

Once the click gesture is detected, we need to confirm

the click gesture in order to reduce the false positive rate of

detecting click gestures. A user may quickly move her fingertip

and this may incur a false positive click gesture. Since the

fingertip area increases during a click in the video, we use

this feature to determine whether a user’s fingertip moves
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towards the camera or not. Denote the area of the fingertip

as si in the ith frame and the fingertip area change as ∆si,
where ∆si = si−si−1. Figure 16 illustrates the change of the

fingertip area. It can be observed that ∆si rises dramatically.

A threshold Ts is used to confirm the click gesture,

∆si 6 Ts. (5)

With the prediction and confirmation, we can accurately detect

a user’s click gesture and stop the cursor movement when a

user clicks a key.

Recall that we buffer 3 frames in order to determine the

start of a click gesture. This delays the response to the

fingertip movement. The frame rate should be large enough

to reduce this delay. For example, if the frame rate FPS is

20, the latency is 2 ∗ 1

20
= 100ms, which does not affect the

performance of our system very much. FPS will also increase

with the increasing computing power of mobile devices we

see nowadays.

To determine the end of a click gesture, we again use

the change of the fingertip area. After completing the click

gesture, the user moves her fingertip backward to the original

position. The fingertip area in the video decreases. In practice,

a user may not move her fingertip to exactly the same position

and the cascade classifier may also introduce errors. We use

another threshold T ′

s to determine whether a user stops or not.

If the fingertip area change is smaller than T ′

s, the user stops

and finishes the click gesture. Figure 17 shows the change of

the fingertip area corresponding to a click gesture. It can be

observed that ∆si−1 is around 0 in the boundary T ′

s in the

i − 1th frame. To confirm the end of the click, we use two

continuous frames to measure the change of the fingertip area,

that is,

|∆si−1| 6 T ′

s & |∆si| 6 T ′

s. (6)

Once Formula (6) is satisfied, we know that the i− 1th frame

is the end of a click.

When the click gesture is detected, we can determine the

intentional key is the one over which the cursor hovers. To

generate the key, we use the Android input method service

for the password input box and send the key value to the

input box. We implement an input method by extending the

Android input method service so that the user can use either

a 12-key numeric keypad or a full size keyboard.

2) Step 5.b: Performing Cursor Acceleration: Traditional

mouse acceleration algorithms translate the mouse raw move-

ment data to the on-screen cursor movement with a fixed static

algorithm. Given the raw mouse movement data, the mapping

from the control space to the display space is fixed. If we apply

such a static acceleration algorithm to the fingertip mouse, an

adversary may record the video of the finger movement and

reconstruct the on-screen cursor trajectory to infer the entered

keys.

The basic idea of securing the fingertip mouse is to use

acceleration algorithms with random parameters. We add ran-

domness into a classic mouse acceleration algorithm shown

in Equation (7), i.e., a two-level transfer function, and use

a pair of random variables to transfer a raw two-dimension

movement in the control space to the movement in the display

space. This static two-level transfer function is currently used

as a “lightweight” pointer acceleration technique [40] in Xorg,

the open-source reference implementation of the X window

system. There are two key variables in the transfer function:

acceleration g and threshold T . The acceleration factor defines

a series of gains from the control space to the display space

(CD), while the threshold defines the minimum distance re-

quired to change the gain (default value is 1) to a new one.

Denote the movement in the control space and display space

as C = (∆x,∆y) and D = (∆x′,∆y′) respectively. The two-

level transfer function can be defined by

D = f(g, T ) =

{

g × C , |∆x| + |∆y| > T
C , |∆x| + |∆y| < T

(7)

Algorithm 1 introduces the secure lightweight pointer ac-

celeration algorithm. As long as the movement exceeds the

threshold, a random CD gain will be used to accelerate the

movement. The integer part of the accelerated movement

advances the cursor while the remainders are accumulated in

later calculation. Because of the performance requirements, the

CD gain g and threshold T are constrained and their ranges

are G and T respectively.

According to Algorithm 1, inputting a password involves

a sequence of acceleration. For each movement (∆x, ∆y), a

random g and T are selected. Assume there are k movements,

(C1, · · · , Ck) are the movements in the control space and

(D1, · · · , Dk) are the movements in the display space. The



Algorithm 1 Secure Lightweight Acceleration Algorithm

Require:

(a) ∆x,∆y, finger movement in the control space;

(b) T , a set of thresholds;

(c) T , a threshold selected from T ;

(d) Rx, Ry , remainders of the cursor movement;

(e) X,Y , cursor position in the display space;

(f) G, a set of CD gains.

(g) g, a CD gain selected from G.

1: Randomly select a T from T
2: if |∆x|+ |∆y| > T then

3: Randomly select a g from G
4: X = g ×∆x+Rx, Y = g ×∆y +Ry

5: Rx = X − ⌊X⌋, Ry = Y − ⌊Y ⌋
6: X = ⌊X⌋, Y = ⌊Y ⌋
7: else

8: X = X +∆x, Y = Y +∆y
9: end if

corresponding CD gains are (g1, · · · , gk) and the sequence of

thresholds are (T1, · · · , Tk). Even if an attacker records the

video of the finger movement and derives (C1, · · · , Ck), it

will be hard for the attacker to derive (D1, · · · , Dk) since she

does not know (g1, · · · , gk) and (T1, · · · , Tk). Therefore, we

disrupt the correlation between the control space movement

and the display space movement by employing the random

acceleration factors.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we first analyze the usability of the secure

finger mouse system and then perform the security analysis.

A. Usability Analysis

From a user’s perspective, the time for entering a password

is an important performance metric for the secure finger mouse

system. Fitts’ law model [41] has been commonly used to

evaluate the efficiency of interaction techniques and input

devices. Assume a password has l keys. According to Fitts’

law, we can derive the total amount of moving time MT
inputting the password. Denote the moving time between the

(i− 1)th key and the ith key as MTi, we have

MT =

l
∑

i=1

MTi, (8)

MTi = a+ b IDi, (9)

IDi = log2
Di

Wi

+ 1, (10)

where a and b are two constants. Di is the distance from the

i− 1th key to ith key (the target) and Wi is the width of the

target. IDi refers to the index of difficulty moving to the ith

key. Therefore,

MT = l× a+ b

l
∑

i=1

log2

(

Di

W
+ 1

)

. (11)

From Equation (11), we can see that the moving time increases

if the password length increases and a key is smaller.

We use the true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) to

measure the accuracy of our click detection mechanism. The

true positive rate is defined as

TP =
Ns

Nc

, (12)

where Ns is the number of successful detected click gestures

and Nc is the total number of actual clicks. The false positive

rate is defined by

FP =
Nf

Nn

, (13)

where Nf is the number of non-click actions that are identified

as click actions and Nn is the total number of non-click

actions.

We measure the input accuracy as follows

P =
Rs

R
, (14)

where R is the total number of typed passwords and Rs is the

number of successful inputs.

B. Security Analysis

Naturally, the secure finger mouse can defeat various sensor,

residue and computer vision based attacks. One potential threat

against the secure finger mouse works as follows: the attacker

records a video of the finger movement and analyzes the

video to infer the password input. We assume that the attacker

can obtain the movement in the control space (C1, · · · , Ck)

from the video1. If the attacker knows the acceleration factors

(g1, · · · , gk) and (T1, · · · , Tk), she may infer the movement

(D1, · · · , Dk) in the display space. However, the acceleration

factors are random and are kept as a secret.

We now discuss the challenge for the attacker who deploys

the brute force attack guessing the sequence of g and T , which

behave like a key encrypting the cursor movement. Recall g
and T are integers and constrained within ranges G and T . The

cardinality |G| = m and |T | = n. The secure finger mouse

changes g and T at each captured frame. Given a frame rate of

FPS and the time needed to input a password as tp, the total

number of frames k = FPS × tp. The number of possible

sequences of g and T is |G|k|T |k = (mn)k. Therefore, we

can increase m, n and k to increase the key space.

In practice, an attacker may deploy a trajectory based

attack against the secure finger mouse as follows. The attacker

records a video of the finger movement while a user inputs

a password. We assume this video is synchronized with the

frame stream seen by the camera of the secure finger mouse

(while the actual unsynchronization between these two video

streams gives extra protection for the secure finger mouse).

The attacker randomly picks up a sequence of g and T
to estimate the on-screen cursor trajectory. She also knows

the clicking points on the cursor trajectory. In this attack,

1This is actually also hard since the attacker does not know exactly when
frames are generated by the victim’s camera.



the attacker knows the trajectory, but does not know the

starting point of the trajectory. That is, she does not know the

starting key of the password. This is actually a good attack

strategy. Even if we assume the attacker can record a video

of finger movement from the time the user powers up the

device, the attacker may have to resort to this attack given

that the large sequence of g and T distorts the trajectory too

much. Therefore, after deriving the trajectory generated from a

chosen sequence of g and T , the attacker tries to fit this cursor

trajectory to the keyboard, moving the trajectory from top left

to bottom right of the keyboard. If the trajectory lands on valid

keys, this sequence of keys becomes a password candidate.

Therefore, one cursor trajectory may generate a number of

password candidates.

We use two metrics to evaluate this attack: hit rate and

number of password candidates. Recall one sequence of g
and T creates one cursor trajectory. The hit rate is the number

of trajectories generating the correct password divided by the

total number of trajectories. However, even if there is a hit with

a trajectory, the attack is still not feasible when the number of

candidate passwords generated by that trajectory is too large.

V. EVALUATION

We have implemented the secure fingertip mouse as a third

party keyboard app for the Android platform and conducted

extensive real-world experiments to demonstrate the usability

and security of our developed secure fingertip mouse system.

In this section, we first present the experiment setup and then

show the evaluation results.

A. Experiment Setup

We conduct experiments on a Samsung Galaxy Note 3. It

has a resolution of 1080× 1920 pixels and the screen size is

5.7 inches. We implement two services, input method service

and cursor display service, and runs two threads, fingertip

detection thread and secure mouse acceleration thread. The

input method service provides a new input method, which

has four keyboards including a numeric keypad, QWERTY

keyboard, and two symbol keyboards. A user can install our

third party keyboard app to use this novel input method.

When an input box is touched, our keyboard pops up. The

fingertip detection thread takes videos using the device’s back

camera, preprocesses each frame, detects the fingertip using

our trained cascade classifier and then calculates the raw

fingertip movement. The click gesture detection method is

implemented in this thread. If a click gesture is detected, the

clicked key will be identified and the thread will send the

clicked key event to the input method service to enter this key.

Otherwise, it will send the raw movement data to the secure

mouse acceleration thread. The secure mouse acceleration

thread chooses random acceleration factors to accelerate the

raw mouse movement and sends the accelerated movement

to the cursor display service. The cursor display service then

moves the on-screen cursor. The code uses the Jave Native

Interface and the computer vision library OpenCV [42].

B. Usability Evaluation

The moving time of the cursor between different keys is the

essential metric to evaluate the usability of the secure fingertip

mouse. The threshold and acceleration affect the moving time.

We need to carefully determine the ranges for the threshold

and acceleration to achieve both good usability and security.

We recruit 15 unpaid volunteers, 11 males and 4 females,

aged 24 years on average (standard deviation = 2.15 years) to

perform a classic within-subjects experiment [43] and measure

the cursor moving time between two objects. As a common

practice, the volunteers are asked to move the cursor forward

and backward between keys “4” and “6” using a numeric

keypad for 5 times and also click these two keys.

Figure 18 shows the average cursor moving time versus

different acceleration and threshold values. Notice that our

secure finger mouse achieves a frame rate of 15. It can be

observed that less acceleration will increase the moving time.

However, too much acceleration also increases the moving

time. The reason is with large acceleration, a user indeed

can move the cursor fast from one key to another, but it also

becomes harder for the user to accurately control the cursor

to stop on the right key. The chance that the user misses the

intended keys increases so that more time is needed to click the

right keys. It can also be observed that the threshold can affect

the moving time as well. Recall that the threshold controls

what (∆x, ∆y) will be accelerated. A lower threshold will

accelerate more finger movements. But it can be hard for the

user to control the cursor and click the right keys. However, a

large threshold does the opposite and the cursor movement will

be too slow. According to the results from Figure 18, the range

of threshold is chosen as [2, 8], while the range of acceleration

is selected as [8, 13]. When the threshold and acceleration is 3
and 10, respectively, the performance of cursor moving time is

the best. Beyond the chosen ranges, the moving time increases

dramatically.

Figure 19 compares moving time using a numeric keypad

and a QWERTY keyboard with the threshold 3. To measure

the moving time using a QWERTY keyboard, we ask the

volunteers to move the cursor between key “S” and key “K”

for 5 times and click these two keys, and then calculate the

average cursor moving time. We can see that the moving time

using a numeric key is slightly better than the one using

a QWERTY keyboard. Since the size of the target key is

much smaller on a QWERTY keyboard, the index of difficulty

(ID) of QWERTY keyboard is larger than a numeric keypad’s

ID. With smaller keys on the QWERTY keyboard, the users

may undershoot or overshoot the intended key while moving

the cursor. It takes time for the user to correct the cursor’s

position. The results match the theoretical analysis in Equation

(11). It can also be observed that the moving time slightly

increases after using random thresholds and accelerations on

two different keyboards.

Figure 20 compares the input time between touch-inputting

on a numeric keypad and using the secure finger mouse. The

15 volunteers are asked to tap a random 4-digits pin. It can be
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observed that the median inputting time using the secure finger

mouse is around 7 seconds while the median touching input

time is around 2 seconds. This is reasonable since the secure

finger mouse is new to users. Our analysis shows that most of

the 7 seconds are spent on moving the cursor. Actually, the

secure finger mouse has a similar performance of input time

to the randomized keyboard in [12] while the secure finger

mouse is much more intuitive as an input method. For future

work, we plan to experiment on more powerful mobiles and

design new computer vision techniques in order to increase

the frame rate and reduce input time.

We now show the true positive and false positive rates for

click detection. To collect the ground truth of click and non-

click data, we ask the 15 volunteers to perform 20 clicks and

20 random movements. We use a decision tree and derive the

thresholds of the fingertip top velocity along the y axis and the

change of the fingertip area (i.e., TA, Ts) as 78.6 and 392.5
respectively. The threshold T ′

s in Formula (6), which is used to

determine the end of the click, is 210. Under these thresholds,

the true positive rate is 90.3%, while the false positive rate

is 7.0%. To measure the accuracy of the secure finger mouse,

we ask the volunteers to tap 100 random pins. 11 are tapped

wrong. The accuracy is 89%.

C. Security Evaluation

Recall it is assumed that the adversary can obtain a vic-

tim’s finger movement data in the control space and perfor-

m the brute force attack by enumerating the two random

variables, acceleration g and threshold T , in the transfer

function. The attacker knows g ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8} and T ∈
{8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}. That is, the acceleration has 6 possible

values and the threshold has 6 possible values. Assume the

pin length is 4. In our experiments, the average number of

movements (i.e. the number of (∆x,∆y)) for inputting a pin

is 95.8. If the brute force attack is performed, the key space

is (6 ∗ 6)95.8 ≈ 10149.

As introduced in Section IV-B, the attacker can deploy the

trajectory based attack. The volunteers are asked to input 30

four-letter random passwords using secure finger mouse on a

QWERTY keyboard. Therefore, 30 raw password trajectories

are generated in the control space. Recall that we assume the

adversary knows the raw trajectory in the control space. She

chooses a pair of random threshold and acceleration values in

order to generate a trajectory in the display space and fit this

trajectory onto the keyboard in order to discover password

candidates. This attack is performed 1000 times for each

password. In our experiments, the average number of password

candidates generated by a trajectory is 2988.4. The average hit

rate is 9.61% and the average number of password candidates

for a hit trajectory is 774.7. Therefore, even if the adversary

obtains a hit trajectory, she needs to try hundreds of times

in order to derive the correct password. The overall success

rate is 9.61%/774.7 = 1.24× 10−4 and this attack is also not

feasible in practice.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a novel secure fingertip mouse

that is able to defeat various emerging attacks including

sensor, residue attacks and computer vision based attacks

against touch-enabled devices. The secure fingertip mouse

uses the back camera of a mobile device sensing the fin-

gertip movement and moves a on-screen cursor accordingly.

A simple and effective click gesture is used for clicking on

the soft keyboard and entering keys. Since an attacker may

record videos of finger movement and reconstruct the on-

screen cursor trajectory to infer entered keys, we design a

randomized mouse acceleration function using a sequence of

random acceleration factors to disrupt the correlation between

the physical fingertip movement and the on-screen cursor

movement. Through a combination of both theoretical analysis

and real-world experiments, we demonstrate the feasibility and

security of the secure fingertip mouse system.
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